
25TRANSPORT IAA SPECIAL 2014 TRUCKS YOU CAN TRUST

“Worry-free removal”
That’s the message on the removal trucks operated by Grillo
Antonio. Founded as a haulier in 1961, the family-run company
has specialised in removals since 1964. In every respect, quality
is it hallmark. Grillo was certified three times by TÜV Profi Cert:
according to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 18001. For the photo,
the company’s MD took us to the modern “City Life” district,
which was built on the former trade fair site in the northwest of
Milan, about 15 minutes away the centre by car. He has taken on
a particularly large number of assignments here.
www.grillo.it

STRONG TYPE : THE ATEGO 1218

Blaue Hilfslinie: Unterer Rand für VerlaufsbalkenIn my experience the Atego is the most efficient truck in 
its segment. The operating costs are low, the reliability 
high. In addition, it has good body-mounting compatibility.
We’ve been running a new Euro VI Atego in the f leet 

since November. The vehicle is popular with our teams and matches 
our mission of offering the customers removals that are environmentally
friendly right down the line.”
Giovanni Grillo, Managing Director of the Milan-based removals specialist Grillo Antonio, 40 trucks and vans 
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